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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let 
A(x) = x-9 f A$‘, 
0=0 
where the A, are complex constant n x n matrices, q is an integer greater 
than zero, and the series converges elementwise for x in some neighborhood 
of the origin. 
With A(z) we associate the system of n linear first-order differential equa- 
tions 
x’(z) = A(z).X(z), U-1) 
and investigate relations between the singularities in A(z) and the nature of 
the solutions of (1.1) near zero. 
A fundamental solution matrix Q(z) for (1.1) is said to have 0 as a reguZur 
singular point ([I] p. 111) in case Q(z) can be represented as 
where 
@(z) = S(z).zR, (1.2) 
(a) S(z) is an n x n matrix of single-valued analytic functions in 
a neighborhood N of 0, whose determinant is not identically zero in N; 
(b) fz is an n x n constant matrix (where zR means ea log “). 
In this case we define the system (1 .I) to be regular singular at 0. 
Formal solutions of systems with this property can be obtained using 
a Frobenius-like technique and, in fact, these are actual solutions [Z] p. 117. 
In 1960, Moser found a recursive procedure ([2], pp. 381-382) for deter- 
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mining, in a finite number of stages, if a system is regular singular. The 
criterion given in Moser’s theory for the continuation of the process is the 
vanishing of 
37(h) = z7 det (XI + z~-~A(z))]~,,, , 
where Y is the rank of the leading coefficient matrix A,. This condition is 
necessary for A(z) to correspond to a regular singular system. In Theorems 1 
and 3, we are able to refine Moser’s condition and provide more information 
on the structure of the leading matrices in the expansion of A(z) in case (1.1) 
is regular singular. 
II. DEFINITIONS AND STATEMENTS OF THE THEOREMS 
Since the work of Birkhoff ([3], p. 437), a useful tool in the study of these 
problems has been the transformation 
F(x) A(z) T(x) - T-l(x) T’(z) = B(z) 
of the coefficient matrix A, where T(z) is an n x n matrix of single-valued 
meromorphic functions in a neighborhood of 0 and det T(z) is not identically 
zero in this neighborhood. Such a transformation is induced by the substitu- 
tion 
X(z) = T(z) Y(x) 
in (l.l), B(z) being the coefficient in the linear system for Y(z). Clearly these 
transformations preserve the regular singular nature of the systems. 
Of course, an obvious approach to solve our problem is to reduce the system 
to an nth-order equation for some component or linear combination of 
components of X(z). Then the well-known criteria of Fuchs (see, for example, 
[I], p. 122) give both the necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.1) to 
be regular singular. Loewy ([4j, pp. 9-14) has found a substitution 
L(z) X(a) = Y(z) which t ransforms A(z) to a companion matrix; consequent- 
ly, the system for Y(z) is equivalent to an nth-order equation. 
If we define the symmetric function of rank z, of a matrix to be (-1)” 
times the coefficient of A”-” in its characteristic polynomial, Fuchs’s condi- 
tions can be phrased invariantly in terms of the n symmetric functions of the 
companion matrix as: Each symmetric fun&on of 
L(z) A(z)L-l(z) + L’(z)L-l(z) = L(z)[A(z) + L-l(z) L’(z)] L-l(z) 
can have a pole at 0 whose order is at most equal to the rank of the symmetric 
function. 
But since the n symmetric functions are invariant with respect to similarity 
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transformations, the necessary and sufficient conditions can be phrased in 
terms of the rz symmetric functions of 
A(z) + L-l(z) L’(z). 
It is therefore natural to expect that the n symmetric functions of A(z) have 
poles whose order is somewhat restricted. This is indeed the case and we state: 
THEOREM 1. If (1.1) is regular singular at 0, then the vth symmetric 
function of A(z) can have a pole at 0 whose order is at most (v - l)q, for all v, 
2 < v < n. Furthermore the first symmetric function, the trace of A(a), can 
have a pole at 0 whose order is at most one. 
The condition on the trace given in Theorem 1 is a well known result, 
usually derived from Jacobi’s formula (see, for example, [I], p. 111). 
This theorem gives information on the structure of the first q - 1 matrices 
in the expansion of A(z) and therefore extends Moser’s conditions, which 
concern only the first two coefficients. 
The result can be shown to be sharp for all dimensions n and poles of order 
q > 1 if we consider simple transformations of matrices A(z), whose leading 
coefficient matrix A, has the Jordan canonical form 
0100*~~0 
0010~**0 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . . 
. . . . . . . 1 
00.. . ..(-J 
(2.1) 
For these systems, which we shall call extremal, an obvious computation 
leads to: 
COROLLARY 1.1. If A(z) = A,/xg + Ak/z+” + .*a, where A,, has the 
canonical form (2.1), and if the n symmetric functions of A(z) satisfy the con- 
ditions on the order of their poles given in Theorem 1, then 
tr A,VA, = 0 
for each v = 0, I,2 ,..., n - 1, provided k < q. 
The restrictions on A(z) given in Theorem 1 can now be characterized 
completely in terms of the existence of a certain transformation which 
annihilates much of the principle part of A(z). 
THEOREM 2. An extremal matrix A(z) satisfies the n conditions in Theorem 
1 if and only if there exists a matrix 
P(x) = (I + P1z + P# + ... + Pgk) B, 
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where PI, a.* , Pk, B are constant and B is invertible, which has the property 
that 
P-l AP - P-IP’ = 2 + R(z), 
where R(z) is a matrix of a regular functions. 
Our final result shows that the conditions given in Corollary 1.1 are not 
restricted only to extremal systems. The following is a refinement of Moser’s 
Theorem 1 [2], p. 381). 
THEOREM 3. If (1.1) is regular singular at 0, then 
(i) A,,” = 0 for some k < n, i.e., A, is nilpotent, and 
(ii) tr A,kA, = 0 for all k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1 in case q > 3. 
The conclusion (i) above is not new, as it was first noticed by Horn in 
1892 ([.5], pp. 528-530) and proven using the time-worn technique of reduc- 
tion of order. Our proof offers another method to achieve the result. 
III. A CLASSICAL LEMMA 
Directly from our definition of regular singular, we have 
A(z) = Q’(z) G-‘(z) = S’S-l + S(R/z) S-l. (3.1) 
This tells how to construct coefficient matrices of regular singular systems, 
however we instead seek to analyze them. Equivalent to (3.1) is 
S-IAS - S-?S = R/x, (3.2) 
which means the substitution 
X(z) = S(x) Y(z) 
transforms (1.1) into the system 
(3.3) 
Y’(4 = (R/4 W4, (3.4) 
in which we note the coefficient matrix has possibly a simple pole. The 
existence of such a substitution which reduces the pole of A(z) from 4 to at 
most one is, in light of Sauvage’s result ([6], p. 392), equivalent to the regular 
singular property. 
In his discussion, Moser found that one could derive more information 
about the structure of A(z) if S(x) in (3.2) is factored into its Smith Normal 
Form (see, for example, [7j, p. 41): 
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where P and Q are units in the ring W of matrices whose elements are analytic 
functions and D(z) is the diagonal matrix 
D(z) = diag{pl,..., xDLm), 
in which 01~ , aa ,..., an are uniquely determined integers, when monotonically 
ordered as 
al<az<*-<a,. 
This factorization of S(x) permits us to find how the substitution (3.3) 
succeeds in reducing the pole of A(z) from q down to at most one. It happens 
that two essentially distinct operations are involved. This is expressed in the 
following lemma, easily deducible from Moser’s work and contained in several 
earlier works in varied forms. (See Hartman’s discussion, [8], p. 92, for 
references.) 
LEMMA 1. 1’ (1.1) is regular singular, there exists a unit P(z) in W and 
a diagonal D such that 
/$ = p-l&J - p-lp’ (3.5) 
is similar to a matrix having a pole whose order is at most one, using the diagonal 
D in the similarity transform. 
Pyoof. See Hartman’s Theorem 11.2 ([a], p. 74). 
J. Nitsche ([9], p. 198) h as investigated the structure of matrices such as A 
and has characterized them by 
fvl P[l + a1 - 4 -*- P[l + a, - a,] 
PI? + a2 - a11 P[ll *** P[l + a2 - ad 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
P[l + a, - ar] P[l + alt - a2] .** PVI 
, (3.6) 
where P[k] is a generic notation used to denote any function which has a pole 
and the order of the pole is at most k. We make the convention that if k < 0, 
then P[k] denotes any function having a zero of at least the order (-k). 
IV. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
The structure of 8, described above in Lemma 1, forces the n symmetric 
functions of d to have poles whose order is at most equal to their rank. This 
information allows us to achieve also some control over the n symmetric 
functions of A. 
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Solving (3.5) for A, we obtain 
A = Px&= + PIP-1 = P[A + PIP’] P-l. 
Therefore 
det (M - A) = det [(XI - A) - P-lP’]. (4.1) 
In order to evaluate the right-hand side, we will make use of the identity 
det (X + Y) = det X + det Y + Z(X, Y), (4.2) 
where Z(X, Y) d enotes the sum of all nth-order determinants formed from K 
rows of X and n - k rows of Y, in their natural order and for all K, 0 < k < n. 
From (3.6) we have 
det (M - A) = A” + P[l] An-l + -** + P[v] A”-” + .‘. + P[n], (4.3) 
where we continue to use the generic notation previously introduced. 
Since P and P-l are both matrices of regular functions, then det P-lP’ 
is a regular function. 
The problem which now remains is to estimate the highest-order pole 
which can occur as a coefficient of hk in the expression 
Z(Al - A, -P-F), 
since these terms may contribute poles of higher order than those in (4.3). 
The order of the pole is now estimated using the information that A has 
a pole of order q. 
In this computation, we use the characterization of determinant as the sum 
of all signed products formed by choosing one and only one element from 
each row and column. We are not worried by the signature of the terms 
because here we are only interested in obtaining an upper bound on the order 
of the singularity of coefficients of powers of X. 
Assume m rows have been taken from (-P-lP’), 1 < m < n. If n - m > K, 
and there exists a hk term, at least K’ > K of its factors must come from entries 
of the form h - & . Therefore at most n - m - K’ come from C& , i # j. 
Since all the & , 1 < i < n, have at worst simple poles, the Xk term occuring 
as the product of K’ of these factors has a pole whose order is at most K’ - K. 
Then each Xk term has a pole whose order is bounded above by 
k’ - k + (n - m - k’) q < (n - m - k) q < (n - k - 1) q. 
Recalling that the symmetric function of order w is, aside from &I, the 
coefficient of #V+‘, we have proven Theorem 1 for 2 < v < n, since 
(w - 1) q > o when q 3 1. If er = 1, then the coefficient of An-l in (4.3) 
possibly has a simple pole, and so dominates the estimate above. 
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V. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
The necessity is demonstrated by the same sort of argument which we have 
just used in the proof of Theorem 1 and will therefore not be repeated here. 
In order to prove the sufficiency, we will give an explicit procedure for 
the construction of the matrix P(z). By first making a constant substitution 
X = BY, we may assume now that A, is in its canonical form (2.1). 
The following lemma proves to be useful in the construction. 
LEMMA 2. Consider the matrix equation 
XA,-A&-+B=O, P-1) 
where B = (bij); i, j = 1, 2 ,..., n, bij are constants. If B satis$es the conditions 
tr AokB = 0 for all k = 0, 1,2 ,..., n - 1, 
then C = (cij); i,j = 1, 2 ,..., n is a solution to (5.1), where 





%i+k = c bj.i+k+l for k 3 0, i > 1, 
j=l 
(iii) Cl,j = 0 fOY j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(Matrix equations of this type are discussed in MacDuffee’s treatise [a, 
p. 92, Corollary 46.31.) 
Proof. If A,, multiplies C, then the term in the (i, j) position of CA, is 
ci,$-i , for 1 < i < n and 2 < j < n, and the first column is zero. The term 
in the (i, j) position of A,$ is ~+r,~, for 1 6 i < n - 1 and 1 < j < n, 
while the nth row of A& is zero. So in order to verify that C solves (5.1), 
we must check the following contingencies. 
Case 1: Ifi+ 1 >j, then 
and 
j-1 
cf.3-l - %l+(f-l+l).i-1 = C hn+i-j,m 
?lt-1 
Hence in this case ci,j-l - Ci+l,j = --bij . 
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Care 2: If i + 1 < j, then 
i-l 
C&5-1 = Ci.i+(f-i-1) = c b m,m+3-i 
ci+1,5 = ci+l.(i-i-l)+a+l = gl bm.m+j-i * 
We have now verified that 
C&i-l - ci+l,i = -bij 
in those cases for which both 1 < i < n - 1 and 2 < j < n. 
Case 3: If j = 1 and 1 < i < n, we have 
ci+l,i = b.1 
according to (i), therefore (5.1) is satisfied for the first (n - 1) entries of 
the first column since the corresponding entries of CA, are zero. 
Case4: Ifi=nandl <j<n,then 
i-l 
whereas the term from A& is zero. But tr AokB = 0 for K = 0, 1,2,..., n - 2 
means that 
n-k 
zl bk+m.m = O, 
for K = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. Letting K = n - j, we have 
Therefore c,,~-, = -b,,i for j = 2,3 ,..., n. 
Case 5: Remaining is the case in which i = n and j = 1. Then the 
entry of CA,, - A&’ in the (n, 1) position is zero. But tr At-lB = 0 means 
that B has zero in its (n, 1) position also. This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
We now prove Theorem 2. 
First a constant similarity transform is used in order to put A,, in its Jordan 
normal form. This will appear as a right-hand constant invertible multiplier B 
of the transformation P we seek. 
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From the information of Corollary 1.1 and Lemma 2, we are able to 
construct PI such that 
P,A, - AZ1 + A, = 0. 
Then the transformation TI = I + Ppz has the property that 
T,AT;l + T;T,-l = $ + A, + PA - Pdd’, + 4J’12 - Ad’, x9-2 
+ (terms of lower order) 
A2 +&?A1 + (terms of lower order). 
This transformed matrix satisfies the conditions in the conclusion of 
Theorems 1 because the n symmetric functions of T,AT;-l + T;T;l equal 
the n symmetric functions of A + T;lTi, respectively. Since T;lT; is 
regular, the symmetric functions of A + qlT; satisfy those conditions if 
and only if the symmetric functions of A satisfy them. 
We now consider the transformation T, = I + P2x2, where P2 is con- 
structed so as to be a solution to the equation 
P.&, - Ad’2 + -4, + PA = 0. 
Again Corollary 1.1 and Lemma 2 permit this since A, + P,A, must satisfy 
tr A,k(A2 + P,A,) = 0 
for K = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 72 - 1. 
The product (I + P2z2)(I + Plz) transforms A(z) into 
$+ A3 $- “($s-; ” ’ “) + (terms of lower order), 
where F is a homogeneous polymonial in 3 variables. Likewise this trans- 
formed matrix satifies the conditions of Theorem 1. 
We proceed in the above manner, constructing the transformation 
(I + Puze) in order to annihilate the coefficient of z+‘J from the expansion. 
This operation may be continued provided v < q, since we always require 
Corollary 1.1 in order to construct the annihilating transformations in 
Lemma 2. Hence the last term which can be annihilated is the matrix of 
residues. Then finally we have 
P(z) = (I + Pq-lz~-‘) ... (I + Plz) B, 
which performs the transformation of A(z) that annihilates the coefficients 
of z-“, v = 1, 2 ,...) q - 1. 
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Transformations of the type we have considered above are called zero- 
inducing transformations by Turrittin ([9], p. 32). Theorem 2 can be inter- 
preted as providing a condition under which zero-inducing transformations 
may operate. 
If A satisfies the conditions on its n symmetric functions given in Theorem 1 
and if A,, has the canonical form (2.1), then a zero-inducing transformation 
followed by the diagonal transformation 
D = diag (1, z-l,..., z?-~) 
reduces the pole of the coefficient matrix from Q to 4 - 1 provided p > 71. 
This gives an improvement (of sort) of Moser’s Theorem 2 in which the 
degree of reduction is not so great. 
VI. PROOF OF THEOREM 3 
From Lemma 1 we again use the existence of a power series P whose 
inverse is a power series and such that 
A = P-‘AP - PIP’ 
has the generic representation (3.6). If 
where 
A = i$ + 4& + . . . . 
A,, = K’A$,, (6-l) 
A1 = P,-lA,Po + P,-A& - PJ’lP,-lA&‘,, , (6.2) 
then A& and A& have all their entries equal to zero which lie on or above the 
main diagonal in case 4 3 3; in case q = 2 we only make this assertion of A, . 
This follows from the monotone property of the CX’S. 
Because A, is similar to a lower triangular matrix, it is nilpotent, hence 
we have proven (i). 
If we now denote P;;lA,,Po by M and GIPl by C, we may write (6.2) as 
Al = K’AIP,, + MC - CM. (6.3) 
Then for w > 0, we have 
M*Al = M”P;‘AIP,, + M”(MC - CM). (6.4) 
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Since A1 and Me are lower triangular matrices with zeros on the main 
diagonal, then 
tr Muff1 = 0 for e, = 0, 1,2 ,..., n - 1, (6.5) 
since Mv& also has this property. Also we have 
tr Mv(MC - CM) = 0, (6.6) 
since 
tr MV(MC) = tr MgflC = tr CM*+l = tr (CM) Mu = tr Mv(CM). 
Then from (6.4)-(6.6) we deduce 
0 = tr M’L!& = tr M’P;‘A,P, . 
But Mu = clAovPo ; therefore 
tr M”P;‘A,P,, = tr P~‘A,‘AIPo = tr A,“A, = 0 for o = 0, 1,2,..., n - 1. 
The conditions given in Theorem 3 are stronger than Moser’s condition 
on A,, and A, since that condition did not even imply that A,, is nilpotent. 
However Moser’s condition has the advantage to be equivalent to a trans- 
formation which in some sense brings A “closer” to the regular singular case. 
If the leading coefficient matrix A, has Jordan canonical form (2.1), i.e., if 
the canonical form consists of only one block, then our conditions of 
Theorem 1 can likewise be interpreted in terms of a transformation. If the 
canonical form of A, has multiple blocks, then the characterization of our 
conditions becomes much more difficult. 
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